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Orthoprotect
PRotectiVe coating foR oRthoDontic DeVices

inDication

chaRacteRistics anD aDVantages

ORTHOPROTECT is a light curing, resinous coating 
used to protect soft tissues (cheeks and tongue) that 
come in contact with orthodontic devices with sharp 
and / or acute forms. When applied, oRthoPRotect 
involves the orthodontic components with the purpose 
of avoiding lesions that can occur by the direct contact 
of these with the oral tissues.

ORTHOPROTECT generates a physical barrier by 
forming a smooth rounded surface that prevents direct 
contact of the devices with adjacent soft tissues and 

ORTHOPROTECT is indicated for partial coating of components of fixed 
orthodontic appliances (brackets - metallic, ceramic or polymeric, etc.) 
used in orthodontic treatments, which have acute surfaces or sharp ends 
that can injure the soft oral tissues.

· Translucent: does not 
interfere with the aesthetics 

of the smile;

· Retention to orthodontic 
devices by mechanical 
bonding, after light curing;

· More comfort for the 
patient: does not need 
frequent reapplications 
and the removal is quick 
and simple;

· no application of adhesives 
/ primers needed;

· Ready for use: it is 
presented in a syringe, 
applied directly to the 

surface of the orthodontic 
component;

· Low viscosity: easy 
application and high filling 
power does not seep into 

unwanted areas;

· Ideal mechanical 
characteristics: designed to 
withstand the period between 
maintenances and to be 
removed from the surface of 
the brackets with ease, when 
necessary.
soft to soft tissue contact: its 
smooth and soft surface allows 
the tissue to slide without injury.
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prevents the appearance and / or progress of tissue 
damage.

ORTHOPROTECT was developed for professional use, 
the patient leaves the office protected without the 
hassle of the need to apply another type of protector 
between the maintenance and the risk of developing 
painful lesions in the tissues.

www.biodinamica.com.br/orthoprotect
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PResentation

instRuctions foR use

check the areas of the braces 
that may cause discomfort;

Remove the cap from the 
product’s syringe and adjust 
the application tip. apply the 
product to regions previously 
identified with circular 
movement;

after use, close the 
syringe with its cap;

Perform relative isolation 
and dry for orthoprotect 
application;

Light cure for 30 seconds;

if there is occlusal interference 
due to eventual excess of 
oRthoPRotect, adjust.

Package with 1 syringe of 2g 
+ application tips.
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Color: translucent
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CAUTION: Do not apply the material in areas that 
interfere with the functioning of the braces or that 
prevent access to further maintenance;
Check with patient if protection was effective.
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www.biodinamica.com.br/orhtoprotect
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cLinicaL case

1 Posicionar o afastador 
labial para afastamento 
da bochecha e dos lábios, 

facilitando o acesso à região e a 
manutenção do ambiente seco 
para a aplicação do orthoprotect;

4 note that the consistency 
of orthoprotect allows a 
precise application only in the 

required region, orthoprotect does 
not seep from where it was applied;

7 Make sure orthoprotect 
covers the entire required 
region;

6 Light cure orthoprotect for a 
period of 20 to 30 seconds;

9 orthoprotect was developed 
to withstand the period 
between maintenances. its 

removal is simple, carried out only 
with manual instruments.

5 if necessary adjust orthoprotect 
with an instrument prior to light 
curing;

8 note that orthoprotect is 
translucent and does not interfere 
with the smile’s aesthetics, it can 

be applied in metallic, ceramic and 
polymeric devices;

3 When applying orthoprotect 
dispense an amount sufficient 
to cover the entire desired 

area, only on the orthodontic 
device, without touching the dental 
surface;

2 apply orthoprotect directly 
from the syringe in the desired 
region. no previous treatment is 

necessary, only that the surface of the 
part is dry;
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Patient with partial fixation apparatus to maintain space for rehabilitation of the region of the implant element 15.
Orthoprotect was applied to prevent the end of the lesion from injuring the soft tissues of the patient.

www.biodinamica.com.br/orthoprotect


